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ChatGPT became a public phenomenon…

2chat.openai.com

http://chat.openai.com


…in large part because of its interface.

3chat.openai.com

http://chat.openai.com


So let’s make our own.
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This tutorial has two main parts.

5

👩💻 Code Examples 
Codebase | Fine-Tuning Notebook

🔍 
Design Critique

🤖 
Overview of GPT-3 

https://github.com/ahwang16/gpt3-chatbot
https://github.com/ahwang16/gpt3-chatbot/blob/master/Finetune_GPT_3_for_Persona_Chatbot.ipynb


GPT-3 is the brain of our chatbot.

🔍🤖6

🤖 👩💻
Hello, how are you?



You can use GPT-3 by giving it a prompt.

7

prompt completion

OpenAI logo from openai.com 🔍🤖

http://openai.com


Zero-shot prompting provides just an instruction.
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The following is a 
conversation with an AI 
persona. The AI is a dog.


👩💻: Hi, how are you?

🤖:

I'm good, how are you?

🔍🤖OpenAI logo from openai.com

http://openai.com


In-context learning provides examples in the context.
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The following is a 
conversation with an AI 
persona. The AI is a dog.


👩💻: Hi, how are you?

🤖: I'm excited!

👩💻: What do you like to do 
for fun?

🤖:

I love to play fetch!

One-shot

🔍🤖OpenAI logo from openai.com

http://openai.com


In-context learning provides examples in the context.
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The following is a conversation with an AI 
persona. The AI is a dog.


👩💻: Hi, how are you?

🤖: I'm excited!

👩💻: What do you like to do for fun?

🤖: I love to play fetch! What about you?

👩💻: I like watching funny movies.

🤖: My favorite food is chicken! What 
about you?

👩💻: Spaghetti. Do you like going on 
walks?

🤖: Yes, I love going on walks! What 
about you?

👩💻: I like walking. What are you doing 
today?

🤖:

I'm going for a walk! 
What about you?

Few-shot

🔍🤖OpenAI logo from openai.com

http://openai.com


Fine-tuning can help if prompting isn’t enough.
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✨prompt
completion

🔍🤖OpenAI logo from openai.com

http://openai.com


Fine-tuning can help if prompting isn’t enough.
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✨
The following is a conversation between 🐭 and ⚔.

Learning in Interactive Games with 
Humans and Text (LIGHT) dataset

Learning to Speak and Act in a Fantasy Text Adventure Game (Urbanek et al., EMNLP-IJCNLP 2019)
OpenAI logo from openai.com 🔍🤖

🐭: Can you spare some cheese?\n 
⚔: I would love to give you some cheese  
    because it would give me great honor.\n 
🐭: You are so kind. Most people scream  
    when they see me.\n 

... 
###

🧙: ... \n

Fine-tuning 
curie on 9.8K 
examples cost 
about $40 in 
July 2022.

https://aclanthology.org/D19-1062/
http://openai.com


See the results for yourself!
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🍰?

👑!

Wizard Persona without Fine-Tuning


👩💻: Hi, what are you doing?

🤖: I am casting a spell.

👩💻: What kind of spell?

🤖: I am casting a spell to make a cake.

👩💻: Why?

🤖: I want to make a cake because I am hungry.

👩💻: What kind of job do you have?

🤖: I am a wizard.

👩💻: Tell me how to cast a spell.

🤖: First, you have to gather some ingredients. You need 

      sugar, flour, eggs, and butter. Then, you have to mix  

      the ingredients together. After that, you have to cook 

      the cake in a pan. After that, you have to frost it with 

      frosting.

👩💻: Then what?

🤖: You have to eat the cake.

Wizard Persona with Fine-Tuning


👩💻: Hi, what are you doing?

🤖: Just practicing my spells.

👩💻: What kind of spells?

🤖: Mostly what I learned from my master.

👩💻: What is your favorite spell?

🤖: I really like the one that turns everything into gold.

👩💻: Why?

🤖: It's just my favorite.

👩💻: What job do you have?

🤖: I am a wizard, I make gold and cast spells.

👩💻: Tell me how to cast a spell.

🤖: First you must have a wand, and then you must 

      remember your name.

👩💻: Then what?

🤖: Then you must say the spell.

🥣?

🪄!

🔍🤖



Fine-tuning is straightforward with the API.

14https://openai.com/blog/openai-api

1 Create a JSON lines file with your fine-tuning data.

2 Run the fine-tuning command on your command line.

openai api fine_tunes.create -t light_dialogue_finetuning.jsonl -m curie

fine-tuning data file model name

🔍🤖

﹡ Check out my notebook for more details.

https://openai.com/blog/openai-api
https://github.com/ahwang16/gpt3-chatbot/blob/master/Finetune_GPT_3_for_Persona_Chatbot.ipynb


Now, how do we interact with GPT-3?
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🤖 👩💻
hi!

Hello, how are you?

🔍🤖



Human-centered design focuses on…

16

👩💼
The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988.

🔎

How do I figure out 
what I can do with 

this interface? discoverability 
+ 

understanding

🔍🤖



Human-centered design focuses on…
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👩💼
The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988.

🔎

What does it all 
mean? discoverability 

+ 
understanding

🔍🤖



We can make interfaces easier to understand by…
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👩💼
The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988.

🔎
making their affordances 

discoverable through 
signifiers and feedback.

🔍🤖



An affordance is a relationship.
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👩💼
The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988.

🔎 📷what a user can do with 
an interface

affordance

🔍🤖



A signifier tells the user about an affordance.
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👩💼
The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988.

📷🔎

🔍🤖



Feedback communicates the result of an action.

21

👩💼
The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988.

📸🔎

🔍🤖



These signifiers may feel familiar. (Why?)

22The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988. 🔍🤖



You might not even be surprised when the cursor changes.

23The Design of Everyday Things. Donald A. Norman, 1988.

Conventions are important for usable interfaces!

🔍🤖



Affordances depend on a user’s ability.

24“Pointing, hand, cursor Icon” by Luc Chaissac from https://icon-icons.com/icon/pointing-hand-cursor/100160
Ability-Based Design (Wobbrock et al., Communications of the ACM 2018)

Ability-based design 
defines ability as “the 

possession of the 
means or skill to do 

something.”

🔍🤖

https://icon-icons.com/icon/pointing-hand-cursor/100160


Ability has a source and a duration.

25“Pointing, hand, cursor Icon” by Luc Chaissac from https://icon-icons.com/icon/pointing-hand-cursor/100160
Ability-Based Design (Wobbrock et al., Communications of the ACM 2018)

internal ↔ external

ephemeral ↔ long-lasting

🔍🤖

https://icon-icons.com/icon/pointing-hand-cursor/100160


Designing for a wider range of 
abilities, regardless of context, 

leads to more usable systems for 
everyone. 
💪🦾

26 🔍🤖



Let’s evaluate our chatbot.

27Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Heuristics for Conversational Agents

• Visibility of system status 
• Match between system and 

the real world 
• User control and freedom 
• Consistency and standards 
• Error prevention 
• Help and guidance 

• Flexibility and efficiency of use 
• Aesthetic, minimalist and 

engaging design 
• Help users recognize, 

diagnose and recover from 
errors 

• Context preservation 

🔍🤖

✅

🆘

🆗

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


✅ Consistency and Standards

28Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, 
options, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform 
conventions for the design of visual and interaction elements. 
Users should also be able to receive consistent responses 
even if they communicate the same function in multiple ways 
(and modalities). Within the interaction, the system should 
have a consistent voice, style of language, and personality.

🔍🤖

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


✅ Consistency and Standards

29Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, options, or actions mean the same thing. Follow 
platform conventions for the design of visual and interaction elements. Users should also be able to receive 
consistent responses even if they communicate the same function in multiple ways (and modalities). Within the 
interaction, the system should have a consistent voice, style of language, and personality.

Use consistent terminology, like “persona” and “chatbot” 
Show chatbot messages in one consistent style 
Show human messages in a different consistent style

.bot, .human { 
    border: 1px #ccc solid; 
    padding-left: 5px; 
    padding-right: 5px; 
    height: auto; 
    position: relative; 
    clear: both; 
    overflow-wrap: break-word; 
    min-width: 2.5%; 
    max-width: 40%; 
    border-radius: 3%; 
} 

.bot { 
    float: left; 
    background-color: #e1e1e1; 
} 

.human { 
    left: 0; 
    right: 100; 
    float: right; 
    text-align: right; 
    background-color: #d3b2ff; 
} 

✅
✅
✅

🔍🤖

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


✅ Consistency and Standards

30Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, options, or actions mean the same thing. Follow 
platform conventions for the design of visual and interaction elements. Users should also be able to receive 
consistent responses even if they communicate the same function in multiple ways (and modalities). Within the 
interaction, the system should have a consistent voice, style of language, and personality.

$("#textInput").keypress(function (e) { 
    if (e.which == 13 && $("#textInput").val().length > 0) { 
        getResponse(); 
    } 
}); 

$("#send").click(function () { 
    if ($("#textInput").val().length > 0) { 
        getResponse(); 
    } 
});

User messages in colored boxes on the right 
Chatbot responses in gray boxes on the left 
Click “Send” or hit enter on the keyboard

✅
✅
✅

🔍🤖

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


✅ Consistency and Standards

31Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, options, or actions mean the same thing. Follow 
platform conventions for the design of visual and interaction elements. Users should also be able to receive 
consistent responses even if they communicate the same function in multiple ways (and modalities). Within the 
interaction, the system should have a consistent voice, style of language, and personality.

🤖
💬

👩🔧
💭

🔍🤖

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


🆗 Context Preservation

32Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Maintain context preservation regarding the conversation topic intra-session, and if possible inter-session. Allow 
the user to reference past messages for further interactions to support implicit user expectations of conversations.

def generate_prompt(human_input): 
    global persona 
    global prev_human 
    global prev_bot 

    prompt = """This is a conversation between  
        {persona} and human. 

        Human: {prev_human} 
        {persona}: {prev_bot} 
        Human: {human_input} 
        {persona}:""".format(persona=persona, 
                             prev_human=prev_human, 
                             prev_bot=prev_bot, 
                             human_input=human_input) 

    return prompt 

import openai 

human_input = request.args.get("human_input") 

prompt = generate_prompt(human_input) 

response = openai.Completion.create( 
    model=model, 
    prompt=prompt, 
    temperature=temperature, 
    max_tokens=150, 
    stop=[f"{persona}:","Human:", "\n"], 
).choices[0].text 

return response

🔍🤖

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


🆘 Help Users Recognize, Diagnose and Recover from Errors

33Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), 
precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.

🔍🤖

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


🆘 Help Users Recognize, Diagnose and Recover from Errors

34Heuristic Evaluation of Conversational Agents (Langevin et al., CHI 2021)

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), 
precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.

function getResponse() { 
    ... 
    var output = JSON.parse(botReplyJSON); 
    var botReply = output.response; 

    var botHTML = document.createElement("div"); 
    botHTML.className = "bot"; 
    var p = document.createElement("p"); 
    p.innerHTML = botReply; 
    botHTML.append(p); 

    if (!output.success) { 
        botHTML.style.backgroundColor = "yellow"; 
    } 

    $("#chatbox").append(botHTML); 
    var chatbox = document.getElementById('chatbox'); 
    chatbox.scrollTop = chatbox.scrollHeight; 
    … 
}

🔍🤖

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3411764.3445312


Every new AI interface shares similar foundations.

35

🤖
💬

Amazon Echo Dot image courtesy of Home Depot

data:image/jpeg;base64,/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQAAAQABAAD/2wCEAAkGBxISEhUQEBIVFRUVFRYVFRUXFRUVFRUVFRcXFhUVFRgYHSggGholHRcVITEhJSktLi4uFx8zODMtNygtLysBCgoKDg0OFRAQGDEhHx0rNystLi4wKzEuNS0tLTcrNyszNzA3Ny43LSstKy4rKysrLC0tMi0tLSs3Ny41KzAtNP/AABEIAOEA4QMBIgACEQEDEQH/xAAbAAEAAgMBAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQIDBAUGB//EAD0QAAECAgYKAgECAwcFAQAAAAAB8AIRAyExQXHRBBJRYYGRobHB4QXxEyIyBhZCFSMzUlNyokNiksLSFP/EABgBAQEBAQEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAgME/8QALREBAAIAAwQIBwEAAAAAAAAAAAECAxExUXGB0QQFEhMUYpGSISNBYaGxwUL/2gAMAwEAAhEDEQA/APuIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVijRLVRALAwRaXAl/JFUxRaek6kq5eANwGl/aFf7eplh02Bb+aKBsApBSItiouClwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABjpaZIcdgGRTXpNLRLK+xrUtKsVvIpIC8dPEt8sKjFql5AgokIWEuJdm6+AFFhKrCZFbeIQDCsBeCnjhsVV3LWTJvwRIDaofkEWqJJb7U9G5DEi1pWceKHAUccUFcK8LlKOyDW0bS0jqsXZkbIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxU9LqpvdYEU9PKpLexpLXaSHcQER1BSQ2/YRmS20GYAgZN1h58epOSP74AQrf0RJt7yYm2oAq3t6kSLN+yuTcgKt2kLC5ZKXVu0qrvzAxRQuw3tD0yf6Yrbl2+zUVHUvkpHCB3AaegaTrfpitTr7NwoAAAAAAAAAAAAAKxxSSZoRxTWamXSqSay2GFAJCghSCfYb9ktvyQBOZACO5XiAfr0QvhtR9evQduYBXa07jNu0O1y7kTb+wDeziRlv+yfb3dyMnVfiBDullyIibXIldu915ELm/sCqtrkVVG0Ltyq6lJP6QDHWlaPmdjRabXhnfficiJG0Mug02rFJbFqXwoHYABQAAAAAAAAK0kUkVSxrabFUibQNWZJVFLTIBL9EIJgT6chNzICgPW764EuybalSVfuXcAnhcA7JvANuojLen2m+8CVd/XyM9z4kLlcvbwM9ni/wBDa3YqQTNzn99iFy3/YCb9+Cq+HVn4Jm9mWBD82eVAhc3sQrE2uRKt8rNxVW7VAhUbQxRNyLq7PM1McSbn/4gdvQ6XWgRb7FxQznL+HpK4oePhfB1CgAAAAAAAAaGmxfqlsQ3zl6RF+tcQCK2oVX9lUUkgsJtuwrN9SW3eBLe36CP7Uht37hNu3ICVdw9bulzUhM364BVb6+wJblZ5IRvbuDsm8LiJ9nwAmbmvfZvIR/d3kKvdHiRmtz5gFXs5y7Bct3PYm4ibsx9reJt3bwC58MvohXVPiiZ7yu71xl5XwFXz07r0qXaAnf1n0nlvKq/NWYVX7S3BCkXbpilicQCq/qSdTFE6k8IpaJXlPwhjjV/a+ANj4+OVJDvq51HePM0EUoodyp3PTFAAAAAAAAA49Ov64sVOwcXSllHEm/vxAsikzMSRFpkGSbfkTbdalJkzeN9TtAs3niS3tKTb7pvJm3b7Ambt+88BN4d8ys2+6bxN9vS8QLL5c5dxNu8rPxc+RCr2XbKV/DbeBaeHBVVJZB7cPSXlVXG7Gcu/SRCr5c/IFleOfYrPzxw2+CFXwmxpu4kKr8Lv3WIBabt3z39qlKT+rcce1gVXh37FVXPbNEabrAJWJpXPdvwTcY1iezBbuAVXufCwxrE+nHZVICVX27eamKKJuSBYnl6McUTeYFoFrQ9YeSoK4k3qidT1pQAAAAAAAAOP8AKwyjntTqlWR2DT+UodaCaWpWnlAOVDE37LpEasMZlhiIM8ydZ3PMwpE97+iUifjxyAzTeb2hFbvzXYY9Z7nLqJz4uSz481AvPy/exN5Os+D4SQx62fvt0QTdt+fBVwAusTsx97BPz647Ck3h3kvXcQqu223H/wBrgLquHWUsusyFXz2r49JFdbG3amzb5usK63ZO+zsl14F9bNutCJ5eWmxSkUXnrvux21JUVWJ4XS51YzAssXV+MKkKrFnwcq12oViidu71yMaxPf3nXjXcBeKJ9Z1+d0kMcUTzfArFE3h0tMaxPc2oF4onm+Biiib9FYon49dDGsQHR+Io9alh3fqXhw2yPUHI/h7R5QrGtsVmB1ygAAAAAAAAREk0kSAPOadQ6qqqba8dprpGdj5ajlKLbUpxaSC9OWQGVI8uBfXbdVxqJGXSN9lINnWbda2k6z3WvjYayRt3Z3k/kbdSgbGs793GvrfIjWe59J2Kph1vfZXjYNdt8EAzLF5bssCxOUn4urMGv47ffVdw1/D3NbQM2t38PdxK6zk+V95i1/DfcrrtuxdwGVY3c996WFVjdW17p7ZmJY33eZVY3wfqQGVY23Wlkiix+H163mJY23biUijfl9QMkUbfLIxxRve2pjWN9n9FIowLrGbGgaPrrNbJ8zWoaOda2dz0PwtDNZ3Q97ijsUEGrCiGQAAAAAAAAEASQCJgVp6JIoVhW9Gp5amRYIlgitSr2eqVTl/NaJrprw/vh/5Jsx2AcaJEUxxTTeUgpDKkQRRI2+RZKRt1ERQopSKjW5eefoKya7fDpYNdt8zAqRJdyc/tSq0m2aYoqEGzrtvoNdt8TU/Km1t2E/kbfUDYWNvx3mQtI279qmutI+DdlFpt4Gysbb7lFjfV+5mv+XZXhX2dXNXci9gM0UbbtxMcUZCUa3qiYVlko0TfiBVJrZzuMkFGiW1k6xVYio2KOaqiJWqrJE3qeu0HR/xwJDfaq7VvOR8Bocv72O1f2psTbip3UiCrAiZIEggkAAABVSxUCFUqqkqUVCwKRxmlpFIptxwmpTUZ2pEMWzed+doaSH+9odWJU/dRxLq66bYYv6Ysal3HGof4jo0XVpUjootkUKy4Klqbz12k0GsklPOad8TSQz1USOFbYIq04bDt8v8A3TP7xOU8vw4zF5+NbZb9Gxo/yFHH+ykhiwiRV5Gzrnlqb4zR1/fRrRrxhT/5KwfES/wtIpIUxmnRUJ3XRraYkxvjkzOJj11pE7p5vWIoPP0FDpENlPPH6U3qKk0i+OBeWSE8NX6YlZ9eTjfp16a4NuERP6l0FhnahRaJP8qckKQU1Nfq9MzIlPSbIXxM+G80erhPW9Y1wr+2VfxJ/lTkgSCViFvzUmyF8THHTUlyQ9Mx4fzR6kdb1nTCv7ZWVFIVDWpaWnuihTlkppU0OkL/ANZEw9Qoajo1freIdK9YXtpg34xEf101UwU2lwQ/vjhhxiRO5xKT4uKL/E0iNU2JOXVVIovi9HSyGKkXFV7STmanC6NXXEmd0c3pjEx7aYeW+eTcpvn6JF1YNakiuhghVVU6vwNFSUq/lpkSCFP20c9aJf8AujWxP9qcVuNTQfiY4rIEo4NiIiKv+5UPS6JoyQJIfK0pTjM/Hk1EX1vbhDdoaRUU36OM51HDNTeooTleIdqzLYRS6KY4ULnCW1kJQhCSCQAAKliAIkVVC8iAKLCUiozMRIuY06TRkUwRaIp09UjVNxiTCTWHEpdBRbYUXgaVJ8FRLXqSXalS9D06wFVokL3mesM9l5OL+Hof6aSNOM+5X+XYrqbnCng9YtAhH/50JnXYk1tteU/l+mupYOUWZH9gU/8AqQf8sz1n4ECUJM4Z7N9ryf8AYFP/AKkHKLMfy9TX0sHKLM9b+EfhQZwdm+15NP4cjvpk4Q5zLp/DkP8AVSRrhJOyHqfwoSlChc6rFbbXmqP4ChT+nWxVV7m7RaAifthROB2UokLJAXvMtIa7P3c2HRFM0GiG7qk6pJxJlYrDBDQohkSEvIkxm0qiEohJMiCCyEEgAAAIJAEAkAQCQBAJAECRIAqCwAqJFgBWQkWAFZAsAIkCQBAJAEAkAQCQBBIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAf/9k=


Thank you for listening!
Questions + Discussion

36

🙋
Ask me about 
GPT-3, design, 
or my chatbot!


